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About This Game

Puzzle Tactics is a turn-based and grid-based tactics game played in various small levels. You play as the blue team with the goal
of defeating the red team's units before losing your own. Later levels are more difficult and introduce more unit types in battle.

The game is controlled using the mouse.

Units

Warrior: a powerful melee unit who can also hit multiple targets

Archer: can shoot at targets 4-6 tiles away but only in 4 directions

Mage: can attack with a fireball that hits multiple targets and ignores walls

Defender: has the most health and can shield itself and allies to reduce damage

Necromancer: summons skeletons to deal and take extra damage

Skeleton: somewhat like a warrior, but weaker and with only a basic attack
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10\/10 Hands down best resource pack of the year, runs 7x as smoothly as arkham knight and has triple the amount of original
gameplay as Black ops 3. Clicked on it and nothing shows up!!! Very disappointing!!!. good tutorial could go a bit more in depth
but still great. I have absolutely no idea what to do.. When is part 2 comming out?. Nice click-and-point mystery.. You know,
even with how obscure this game is, it's possibly one of the best strategy games I have ever played just for the pure sake that it's
so simple, but so mentally, strategically challenging. Territory only lasts for so long, since you harvest money from the land, and
that land is slowly destroyed because of it. The war can only go for so long before somebody's section crumbles and falls down
into the endless abyss of clouds.. The game looks very cool, I like these games. The game consists of 10 puzzles and is a simple
puzzle on the subject of hentai. It is very cheap and has about a hundred achievements, which is a good plus.. Great Game
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. I want to play the machines that I want to play now; not have to slog through the boring ones first. This is
supposed to be casual fun not a grind.
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Pretty good game to play especially with friends. The mechanics of the game is also simple to learn but you need strategy to
win.. i like sam and max. In a world where horror games are bland and obviously manufactured as cheap cash grabs
Psychopathics stands an obvious cut above the compition.

With its captivating blend of atmoshpere and psychological thrills words truely cannot do this masterpiece of a horror game
justice.

Surely you must play for yourself to experience horror previously unmatched.

Bravo sir, must play 10\/10. This game is fun and hilarious, most suitable to play with family and friends, especially during
holidays. It's very intuitive, easy to pick up and start to play. It's polished and comfortable. Most people can enjoy it, the young
and the old. The levels have intersting variations, and they become more and more challenging as you level up. I tried several
times in "Midnight Children" level, but failed to finish it. And I would like to try more to finish all the levels. The gameplay is
simple, fast-paced and a lot fun, which makes it stand out from many of other VR games. I would like to recommend it without
hesitation.. Yes the pay wall sucks but its Miyabi \ud83d\ude0d\ud83d\ude1b\ud83d\ude0d
So far she is my best character, controls so well.
If there was or will be PvP I think she would be a little OP
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